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Vernacular placenames are everyday placenames, which may or may not 

correspond to administrative gazetteers. We introduce a method to derive a 

complete set of vernacular placenames for a given region from a listings 

website, and show how the regions derived can be represented with different 

geometries. We compared the geometries with regard to computed qualitative 

spatial relations between the represented regions, and found that the most 
economical of these geometries, bounding boxes, provide a useful way of 

presenting information about vernacular regions. 68% of the spatial relations 

between 27 derived vernacular placenames, determined from bounding boxes, 

were found to be the same as those obtained with a thresholded kernel density 

surface representation that incurs significantly higher storage and processing 
overheads.  

1 Introduction 

Searches for geographic information on the Internet often fail due to people referring 

to locations, such as local neigbourhoods, with commonplace or vernacular names 

that are not recognised by conventional administrative gazetteers [1]. There is a need 

therefore to acquire knowledge of these place names and record them within 

gazetteers. The rise of so-called volunteered geographic information [2] on the 

Internet has introduced a prime source of knowledge of vernacular usage of place 

names and this has spurred research on mining the Web to obtain knowledge of the 

properties of vernacular names and to build web-mined gazetteers [3,4,5,6,7]. 

Volunteered geographic knowledge is found in web pages and associated data that 

can somehow be linked to geographic coordinates either explicitly, for example in the 

EXIF data of an image, or implicitly through a place name, address or postcode.  

One area of geographic web mining that has received particular attention is the 

derivation of the borders of vernacular placenames. Initial research concentrated on 

exploring co-occurrence between a vernacular placename and administrative 

placenames for which geographic coordinates were available, and then defining the 

region of the vernacular placename on the basis of these co-occurring point-

referenced locations [8]. This work was generally limited to large regions (such as the 

Alps or the British Midlands) and relied heavily on the quality of geoparsing and 
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geocoding methods, which are subject to various limitations inherent to methods 

dealing with unstructured text. Regions were modelled with standard methods such as 

kernel density estimation and some arbitrary threshold was applied to surfaces thus 

generated to define a point as being inside or outside of the region.  

More recent work has taken advantage of the prevalence of explicitly 

georeferenced objects now available on the Web (for example, Flickr images and 

Wikipedia entries) and assumed that placenames used to tag such objects are related 

to and georefernced by the coordinates assigned [3,5]. Here, the challenges of 

geoparsing and geocoding are thus largely avoided, and the key problems which 

remain relate to, firstly, whether tags assigned as placenames do relate to the 

coordinates, and secondly, methods to assign borders to sets of points representing the 

same placename.  

In general, most of these works have largely focussed on deriving the borders of 

individual vernacular regions, rather than relationships between them, with the 

notable exception of Schockaert et al. [7] who mined qualitative spatial relations 

directly from web documents. In fact, qualitative spatial relations between vernacular 

regions may provide us with a promising means of storing information about 

vernacular regions, that can easily be exploited by text-based systems, such as those 

used in call centres or by car navigation systems. Thus, for example, callers (or 

drivers) could be provided with the names of a number of regions appropriate to their 

task, which then act as anchors, containing their location or destination [9]. 

Importantly, such representations fit well with cognitive models of neighbourhoods, 

and can be modelled using either standard qualitative spatial relations [10] or fuzzy 

spatial relations [7]. 

In this paper we set out to mine, for a given region, the qualitative spatial relations 

between neighbourhoods used by vendors in an online listings site. We assume, 

firstly, that neighbourhoods are single continuous regions which have neither holes or 

disjoint regions associated with them. Secondly, we assume that vendors who 

assigned coordinates (representing points) and placenames to objects for sale did so in 

such a way that the coordinates are contained by the placename. Finally, we assume 

that none of the neighbourhoods is disconnected from an initial containing region.  

Since we are interested in the stability of the qualitative spatial relations derived 

from the point data, and in methods which are implementable for very large numbers 

of regions (as would be necessary, for example, in a Geographic Information 

Retrieval system) we explore how relations vary with different representations of our 

point set geometry, based on filtered and unfiltered point sets represented by 

thresholded kernel density surfaces, convex hulls and minimum bounding rectangles. 

2 Methods 

We mined GumTree1, a classified ads site, for all georeferenced entries in UK cities. 

GumTree subdivides its listings according to cities, and we extracted all entries 

associated with the city of Cardiff. Listings typically have associated with them both a 

                                                           
1 www.gumtree.com 
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placename and a coordinate, which we assume to be related. Since this is not always 

the case, for example where someone from Cardiff advertises a holiday house in Italy, 

we filter the data for outliers. We do this by, firstly, calculating a surface representing 

the density of points within a region using kernel density estimation and then 

retaining only unique points found within the bounding box of the contour enclosing 

80% of the volume of the density surface. This simple method appears to effectively 

filter outliers given our assumption of continuous, singular regions. 

For all place names associated with more than five points after filtering, we derived 

minimum bounding rectangles, convex hulls and the polygon enclosing 80% of the 

volume of the density surface for the filtered points. 

For each of these three geometries we then calculated, for each region with respect 

to every other region, qualitative spatial relations (QSRs) in terms of the eight 

possible relations represented by RCC8 (Region Connection Calculus) [10] (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Qualitative spatial relations in RCC8 (DC: disconnected, EQ: equals, EC: externally 

connected, PO: partially overlapping, TPP: tangential proper part, NTPP: non-tangential proper 

part, TPPi: tangential proper part inverse, NTPPi: non-tangential proper part inverse) 

3 Results 

After removing place names associated with less than five points, a total of 45 unique 

placenames were identified. Of these 45 unique placenames, 31 were identified 

through local knowledge as being in Cardiff, and 14 outside. After filtering using the 

bounding box of the 80% of the volume of the Cardiff density surface, 27 placenames 

remained, all of which were within Cardiff. Thus, post-filtering, placenames were 

identified as being in Cardiff with a precision of 100%, and a recall of 87% based on 

the placenames retrieved from GumTree. 

Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the regions identified from the filtered points 

associated with the 27 placenames for three different geometric representations. These 

geometries were then used to calculate QSRs. 
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Fig. 2. Geometries for vernacular regions in Cardiff represented using bounding boxes, convex 

hulls and threshold kernel density surfaces 

Table 1 illustrates example QSRs derived for one of the three geometries used with 

a subset of six placenames. Of the eight possible QSRs in RCC, four are found (PO, 

DC, NTPP, NTPPi), all of which are illustrated in Table 1. As we also compared 

regions against themselves to test the robustness of our implementation table 1 

contains EQ relationships. Note that we could not find EQ relationships in our data. 

Also tangential relationships (TPP, TPPi, EC), were not present in any of the derived 

representations. We retain EQ cases in table one to illustrate that our software would 

be capable of finding them (EQ, EC, TPP, TPPi) if they ever occur in the input data. 

A few observations illustrate how QSRs can be used in exploring the relationships 

between regions. Cardiff, unsurprisingly, contains most other regions, other than 

Cardiff Bay, with which it has a partial overlap. Roath, Cathays and Canton all appear 

to be relatively central, having partial overlaps with one another. In contrast, Rumney 

is isolated from the other regions, though still contained within Cardiff. 

Table 1. Example QSRs derived for bounding box geometry for six placenames 

Placename Cardiff Bay Canton Cathays Roath Cardiff Rumney 

Cardiff Bay EQ PO PO PO PO DC 

Canton PO EQ PO PO NTPP DC 

Cathays PO PO EQ PO NTPP DC 
Roath PO PO PO EQ NTPP DC 

Cardiff PO NTPPi NTPPi NTPPi EQ NTTPi 

Rumney DC DC DC DC NTTP EQ 

 

To explore the stability of the derived QSRs to changes in the geometric 

representation of the regions, we calculated contingency tables for QSRs. Table 2 is 

an example of such a contingency table, showing the change in relations between 

convex hull and kernel density representations. Values on the diagonal in the table 

indicate stability - the relation does not change as representations change. Other 

entries in the table show changes between spatial relationships. Thus, we can see that 

58 identical cases of partial overlap were found in both convex hull and kernel density 

representations, whilst 80 cases which were represented as partial overlaps in convex 

hulls became disconnected when represented through kernel density. The percentage 

of QSRs which did not change was 83% for bounding box to convex hull, 79% for 
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convex hull to kernel density and 68% for bounding box to kernel density 

respectively. 

Table 2. Contingency table changes in QSRs between convex hull and kernel density 

representation 

KDENS  

CHULL 

PO 

 

DC 

 

NTPP 

 

NTPPi 

 

PO 58 80 4 4 

DC 28 456 1 1 

NTPP 10 5 17 0 

NTPPi 10 5 0 17 

4 Discussion 

We have developed a method to extract the borders of vernacular regions from 

GumTree, a dataset where placenames are specifically associated with coordinates. 

After a filtering step, our method has a precision of 100% within a given region. 

Recall, within our data is also high (87%), but we do not know how many further 

placenames are in use in Cardiff. We expect that as volumes of volunteered data 

increase, so will recall. Techniques which could identify candidate placenames (for 

example in Flickr tags), would considerably increase the volume of point data 

available and presumably improve the results of our methods. We treat all placenames 

returned as vernacular, since we assume here that the use of a placename in GumTree 

is what defines it as everyday, rather than whether or not it is found in an 

administrative gazetteer. This assumption is supported by some of our previous work 

where significant differences were found between the perceived extent of 

administrative regions and their actual borders [11]. 

Importantly, our method requires few parameters – a threshold number of points, 

and density surface volume, as well as standard resolution and bandwidth parameters 

for the kernel density. The use of convex hulls and bounding boxes removes the need 

for threshold values to identify regions, and in the case of convex hulls may allow 

regions to better account for bona fide borders to regions, such as railways or rivers 

bordering a region. Bounding boxes allow for very rapid indexing and computation, 

making them particularly attractive representations for applications storing very large 

numbers of regions. Since many production administrative gazetteers are still often 

point based, they are also an improvement on the state of the art. 

Deriving QSRs from the geometries derived is straightforward, and provides a 

useful way of describing the locations of regions which we believe has considerable 

potential for a wide range of applications. The relations appear to be relatively stable, 

though as one would expect there are considerable variations within the QSRs 

between the different geometries.  
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5 Conclusions and further work 

In this paper we have presented a method for deriving qualitative spatial relations 

between vernacular regions. Our method requires relatively few parameters, and the 

initial results, based on mining of a commercial online listing site, are very promising. 

Qualitative spatial relations provide a powerful way of encoding information about 

the location of regions in a broader context, using other placenames with which a 

caller or user of a navigation system may be familiar with as anchors. Furthermore, 

the relations derived appear to be robust enough with different representations of 

geometry to suggest that future work should concentrate on collecting larger point 

sets related to vernacular place names, and on effective methods of outlier filtering.  
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